The Rosewood Tradition of Excellence. It defines every aspect of Rosewood Hotels & Resorts. The moment guests set foot in one of our distinctive properties, they enter a private world of rare and refined beauty. And at the heart of each is our unflinching dedication to uncompromising quality and exemplary personal service. It is the legendary hallmark that has distinguished our hotels and resorts around the world. An enduring tradition that has thrived for decades.
An intimate world-class retreat and New Mexico’s most lauded hotel, Inn of the Anasazi, A Rosewood Hotel celebrates the enduring creative spirit of the region’s early Native Americans. Located in the heart of Santa Fe—a magical land where the sun casts alluring shadows on mountains, desert and adobe and the scent of piñon lingers in the air—the Inn is a haven for travelers, spanning past and present with accommodations and amenities as beautiful and intriguing as its setting.
With its massive hand-carved doors, sculptured stairways and sandstone walls, the Inn is an elegant microcosm of Southwestern style. Fifty-seven newly renovated accommodations feature an artful blend of Southwestern culture with hand-crafted furnishings, four-poster beds and gas-lit kiva fireplaces that are framed under traditional ceilings of vigas and latillas. Authentic artwork from the region’s diverse heritage blends with the intricate geometry of indigenous rugs and hand-woven fabrics.
One of New Mexico's most highly acclaimed culinary destinations, The Anasazi Restaurant offers an atmosphere that is both elegant and rustically Southwestern. Guests savor the unique legacy of the Southwest with innovative cuisine captured in changing menus that fuse seasonal fare and regional ingredients.
Dining al fresco at The Patio, guests experience the rhythm of life on the historic plaza while enjoying creative small-plate dining. At the Inn’s award-winning Wine Cellar, private dinners are served in candle-lit intimacy amid stores of fine wine on reserve. An inspired setting for small gatherings, the Inn provides a unique, year-round destination for meetings and events of up to 75 persons.
SANTA FE IS ONE OF AMERICA’S OLDEST AND MOST VIBRANT CITIES. WHILE NEW MEXICO’S CAPITAL BOASTS MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES THAT ATTRACT ART LOVERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD, THE AREA’S NATURAL SURROUNDINGS AND HISTORIC SITES OFFER ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES FOR LEISURE AS WELL. VISITORS CAN DISCOVER THE WONDERS OF NEARBY CHACO CANYON, BANDELIER NATIONAL PARK AND TAOS, DELIGHT IN THE SOPHISTICATED ENTERTAINMENT OF THE SANTA FE OPERA OR ENJOY DIVERSE SEASONAL RECREATION SUCH AS HIKING, WHITE-WATER RAFTING, FISHING, GOLF AND SKIING.